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Sudden Wealth looks to how the flux of subjectivity in language can be 
shaped, agitated and re-imagined through a triangulation between 
written composition, intonation, and extrinsic sound composition. The 
latter spans analogue and digital instrumentation, foley recordings and 
algorithmically derived musical patterns. Divergent methods of 
composition work on and into a voice, modelling intonation, and 
affecting its sense and intent.

This first iteration has been made with Roy Claire Potter, an artist who 
tells stories from fragmented, intense images that depict moving bodies 
or domestic scenes and architectural settings. A rapid vocal delivery, a 
sense of restricted or partial views of space, complex social and group 
dynamics and the aftermath of violent events are recurrent strands of 
Potter’s writing, which are often delivered with a dark and sometimes 
wilful humour.

Sudden Wealth is a collaboration initiated by Chris Evans with Morten 
Norbye Halvorsen and Graham Kelly, with invited poets and artists who 
use spoken word as their medium. This project includes Roy Claire 
Potter.

Twelve-inch Vinyl record containing three tracks, 45rpm. Numbered 
and Limited edition of 100 copies.

Vocals: Roy Claire Potter | Electronics: Morten Norbye Halvorsen 
|Bass: Chris Evans |Guitar: Graham Kelly.

Arranged and mixed by Morten Norbye Halvorsen.

Cover art by Chris Evans. Silkscreened, each individually airbrushed.

Chris Evans was the bassist with the now defunct Life Without Buildings
and has previously produced musical compositions with Morten Norbye 
Halvorsen together with farmers and accountants for his ongoing series 
‘Jingle’. Graham Kelly joins Evans and Halvorsen for this present 
series, Sudden Wealth.
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